University Commemorates Columbians Who Died During the Previous Year

The annual University Commemoration was held April 18 in St. Paul’s Chapel to honor members of the Columbia family who died during the previous year. The following list of names was provided by the Office of the University Chaplain.

**Federico de la Asunción**
Mechanic A, Facilities Management, retired

**Kris Bastow**
Professor Emeritus of Dramatic Arts; Chair of the Film Division

**Melvin Berk**
Marketing Manager, Teachers College

**Charles Lund Black, Jr.**
Adjunct Professor of Law, retired

**Stanislav A. Blejwas**
Adjunct Professor of History

**William Boe**
Technical Assistant, retired

**Shay Stock**
Henry Krumb Professor Emeritus of Minining

**Leonard Brand**
Professor Emeritus of Clinical Anesthesiology

**Barbara Brown**
Medical Technician, Student Services, retired

**Francis Brown**
Manager of Accounts Payable/Payroll, Teachers College, retired

**Paul Byers**
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Math, Sciences, and Technology, Teachers College

**Louise M. Cash**
Retired

**Ebbe Cool**
Door Attendant, Office of University Investments, retired

**Henry Chang**
Instructor in Dentistry

**James T. Chien**
Assistant Clinical Professor of Medicine, Harlem Hospital Center

**Richard Coward**
Professor of Social Work

**Hilda Cabrallibala**
Data Entry Operator, Academic Information Systems, retired

**William H. Collins**
Tailor, retired

**Peter Comeau**
Co-Director, Organization & Leadership Grant, Teachers College

**Joseph Cotten**
Heavy Cleaner, Facilities Management, retired

**David Cowen**
Professor Emeritus of Neurotology; Special Lecturer in Pathology

**Donald Davidson**
Administrative Aide, Office of the VP/University Division of Alumni Relations, retired

**Judith Denekamp**
Visiting Professor of Radiation Oncology

**Enrique Diaz**
Heavy Cleaner, Facilities Management, retired

**M. Renate Dische**
Professor of Clinical Pathology and Clinical Pediatrics

**Mayde Dogan**
Maid, Facilities Management, retired

**Niket Doshi**
Student, Fu Foundation School of Engineering and Applied Science, Class of 2003

**William Dowdell**
HVAC Controls Mechanic, Facilities Management

**Morris Dunlop**
Basket Room Manager, Intercollegiate Athletics, retired

**Adeline Maria Ellis**
Administrator, Institute of Comparative Medicine, retired

**Marva Ellis**
Admissions Assistant, School of Law

**Francis Evers**
Supervisor, Department of Security, retired

**Philip Feigelson**
Professor Emeritus of Biochemistry and Molecular Biophysics (in the Institute of Cancer Research)

**Jane S. Ferber**
Assistant Clinical Professor of Psychiatry

**Manuel Figuerro**
Security Guard, Barnard College, retired

**Marian Fishman**
Professor of Behavioral Biology in Psychiatry

**Gerald Fisher**
Physicist, retired

**Angelina Fregone**
Office Assistant, Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory, retired

**Betty J. Fritz**
Office Assistant III, Department of Chemical Engineering, retired

**John Gibbons**
Professor of Psychology; Co-chair of University Seminar

**Bernard Gold**
Assistant Clinical Professor of Dentistry (Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery)

**Ignacy Goldberg**
Professor Emeritus of Education

**Adam Greenbaum**
Student, Fu Foundation School of Engineering and Applied Science, Class of 2003

**John Happel**
Senior Research Associate in the Department of Chemical Engineering and Applied Chemistry

**Levern Harvin**
Tenant Representative, Facilities Management

**Blanche Hawkins**
Demonstrator, Office of the VP/University Division of Alumni Relations, retired

**E. Robert Haddlew**
Wilder H. Friedman Professor Emeritus of Tax Law

**Stoney Herrington**
Heavy Cleaner, Facilities Management, retired

**Elizabeth P. Herzog**
University Seminar Associate

**Thomas Hickman**
Security Officer, retired

**George H. Humphreys**
Valentine Mott Professor Emeritus of Surgery; Chairman of the Department of Surgery

**Cecil Offett Jackson**
Assistant Janitor, Facilities Management, retired

**Judith Ann Jansen**
Administrator, Institutional Review Board

**Theresa Lannin**
Light Cleaner, Facilities Management, retired

**Elihu Lau**
Lecturer in Urology

**Thomas K. Lee**
Mechanic A, Facilities Management, retired

**Louis Levi**
Senior Lecturer in the American Language Program, retired

**Evan Lottman**
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Film

**Louis Lusky**
Professor Emeritus of Law, retired

**Ralph Marcove**
Clinical Professor of Orthopedic Surgery

**Barbara Campbell Mayo**
Light Cleaner, Facilities Management, retired

**Anne McCabe**
Library Assistant, retired

**Janet McGil**
Administrative Assistant, Projects & Grants, retired

**Winifred McNally**
Dining Services, retired

**Edward McNulty**
Research Associate in Dentistry

**Gan Sam Megli**
Groundsman, Facilities Management, retired

**Irving Miller**
Professor Emeritus of Social Work

**Paul Richard Miller**
Shipmaster, retired

**Seymour Miltstein**
Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the Presbyterian Hospital, retired

**John Joseph Murray**
Mechanic A, Facilities Management, retired

**Clifford Colmer Nelson**
President, American Assembly, retired

**Dorothy Brockway Osborne**
Trustee, Barnard College

**Ida Pauline Parel**
Clinical Administrator, School of Dental and Oral Surgery, retired

**William E. Prince**
Door Attendant B, retired

**Mandy Reichman**
Superintendent Mechanic, Facilities Management, retired

**Nicholas Renzetti**
Student, Columbia College, Class of 2003

**Almos Rupai**
Supervisor of Purchasing, Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory, retired

**Hoi Joong Kim**
Student, Fu Foundation School of Engineering and Applied Science, Class of 2003

**Harry Kimmel**
Assistant Clinical Professor of Pediatrics

**Morton Kaos**
Professor Emeritus of Anthropology, Barnard College, retired

**Morton Klein**
Professor of Operations Research in the Department of Industrial Engineering and Operations Research

**Steven Koenig**
Supervisor, Administrative Information Services

**Harold Korn**
Professor of Psychology and Physiology in the Center for Neurobiology and Behavior

**Barbara Russell**
Associate Controllers Office, Teachers College

**Lucian (Lucky) Sadlier**
Student, Writing Division

**Albert Sanchez**
Heavy Cleaner, Facilities Management, retired

**Jose Santiago**
Technical Specialist, Institute of Comparative Medicine, retired

**Mary Mahoney Sargent**
Trustee, Barnard College

**Nora Sayre**
Adjunct Professor of Writing

**Anthony Seltz**
Mechanic B, Facilities Management

**Jagana Wujickasharoff**
University Seminar Associate

**Eleanor Shui**
Senior Clerk, retired

**Robert P. Shui**
Professor Emeritus of Banking and Finance

**Monica Smith**
Secretary, Barnard College, retired

**Winston H. Smith**
Library Assistant IV, Scholarly Resources, retired

**Dorothy O. Solero**
Light Cleaner, Facilities Management, retired

**Norman Steele**
Porter C, Institutional Real Estate, retired

**Richard L. Stessell**
Adjunct Research Scientist in the Henry Krumb School of Mines

**Sarah Terrill**
Records Assistant, Student Services, retired

**Janice Thaddeus**
Adjunct Associate Professor of English & Director of First Year English, Barnard College, retired

**Jean Thomas**
Administrative Coordinator, School of Public Health, retired

**W. Duane Todd**
Professor Emeritus of Clinical Obstetrics and Gynecology

**Stavisthia Triner**
Library Assistant V; Scholarly Resources, retired

**Catherine Hodgins Tuck**
Irvng Assistant Professor of Medicine

**Stanley Von Harte**
Associate Director, Teachers College

**Jacob Waletzky**
Student, Writing Division

**Irving Weissman**
Senior Staff Associate in the Hudson Labs

**Josef H. Weisberg**
Associate Clinical Professor of Psychiatry

**Dulacatwer Winter**
Associate Professor of Social Work, retired

**John Williams**
Optimistic Dispenser, retired

**Viola Williams**
Mail, Facilities Management, retired

**Sally Weigley**
Legal Secretary, School of Law

**Edward Zegarelli**
Dean Emeritus of the Faculty of Dental and Oral Surgery; Dr. Edwin S. Robinson Professor Emeritus of Dentistry